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In a high density wireless environment, channel interference 
among users of many overlapped Basic Service Sets (OBSSs) 
is a serious problem. Our solution for the problem relies on a 
resource coordination scheme that utilizes the spatial 
distribution of the transceivers for channel reuse and time-slot 
division multiplexing for downlink transmission sharing 
among all participating BSSs. In this paper we show that an 
OBSS environment can be modeled by a planar graph and the 
OBSS group coordination assignment problem can be 
considered as a vertex coloring problem whose solution 
involves at most four colors. The graph coloring solution 
algorithm for the OBSS group coordination assignment is 
presented. The actual coloring is demonstrated, using a 
heuristics of Maximum Degree First. Performance simulation 
results of the coordination algorithm are also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 high-density packet radio wireless network is a 
collection of radio transmitters and receivers 
(transceivers) located in a close geographical region. 
Associated with each transceiver is a transmission range, 
which depends on its transmission power. A transceiver 
clientap1, 1 located within the transmission range of another 
transceiver clientap2, 1 can receive the messages from 
transceiver clientap2, 1. The transceivers of the network share 
the communication medium for message transfer. This gives 
rise to conflict situations where two or more of the 
transceivers may want the same shared medium 
simultaneously. In a coordinated OBSS environment, it means 
the sharing of a common radio channel for all BSSs (and all its 
clients) without causing garbling and eventual loss of 
messages.  
 
The spatial distribution of the transceivers permits sharing or 
reuse of the channel. Most popular techniques for this sharing 
includes time slot division; frequency division and code 
division multiple access schemes. The medium division or 
scheduling are often modeled and solved by the graph coloring 
technique, where the radio network is modeled using graph. In 
our overlapping resource coordination scheme, the medium is 
scheduled for sharing among all participating BSSs by time 
slot division technique. In this paper, we investigate the nature 
of overlapping BSS environment and provide a mapping 
between the OBSS group assignment and the graph coloring 
problem. We demonstrate that the solution to the coloring 
problem is in fact an efficient solution for OBSS group 
coordination and assignment for avoiding interferences. The 
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the 
resource coordination scheme, where group assignment plays 
an important role. Section 3 discusses how to map the group 
assignment to graph coloring problems. Section 4 studies the 
NP-completeness of the coloring solution. Finally, we present 
the actual procedure of the colouring and its performances in 
Section 5 and 6.  
2. OBSS RESOURCES COORDINATION  
All BSSs in such coordinated OBSS environment would be 
synchronized and have a unique and coordinated superframe 
structure. Each coordinated BSS simultaneously operates in 
either downlink polling period or uplink contention period. In 
our OBSS downlink channel assignment solution, the channel 
sharing is based upon time, spatial reuse is to have users 
(BSSs) sufficiently far apart (but in a reuse group) to use the 
same frequency band. Members in the same reuse group are 
generally interference-free to each other and have certain 
physical distance sufficiently far apart from each other. 
Neighboring BSSs, which are in different groups, could not be 
assigned the same channel simultaneously. Therefore, the 
downlink period is divided into several limited time slot/span 
for these reuse groups. Apparently, the less number of time 
slots are divided, the more efficient the channel assignment 
solution is. In this paper, we focus on the details of channel 
assignment for downlink transmission only. 
 
Figure 1 An Example of the First and Second Group Assignment  
 
The purpose of channel (group) assignment computation is 
to produce guidelines for dividing all participating BSSs into 
several re-use groups, namely Group R (Red), B (Blue), G 
(Green), Y (Yellow), etc. The constraint of grouping is that no 
two overlapping BSSs could be assigned into the same group. 
The objective of grouping is to find the minimum number of 
groups for complete coverage. The decision purely depends on 
the number of BSSs in the coordinated environment and the 
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overlapping severity (the neighboring/overlapping relationship 
among all participating BSS). In order to maximize the spatial 
reuse, we propose second grouping assignment, which BSSs 
with high downlink traffic may be additionally assigned its 
second group to satisfy their demands. The second grouping 
neither increases the number of groups used nor changes the 
result of the first grouping assignment. Instead, it only assigns 
additional group to certain BSSs. The constraint of the second 
grouping remains the same as that in the first grouping, which 
is every two overlapping BSSs, could not be assigned into the 
same group.  
 
In such ways, each BSS is at least assigned one group and 
this group contains such BSSs members that do not overlap 
and interfere with each other. A simple example of an 8 co-
located BSSs environment is given and the results of the first 
and second grouping for this example are shown in Figure 1. 
All BSSs are assigned into 3 groups of R (BSS 3, 3A, 3B), B 
(2, 2A) and G (1, 1A, 1B); while BSS 2A and 3B are assigned 
with two groups. As seen, BSSs in the same group/color are 
not overlapped and interference-free. And only three colors 
are used for the assignment. We work through details of 
grouping using graph coloring with this example as below. 
3. MAPPING TO GRAPH THEORETIC PROBLEM 
Due to the similarity between scheduling and some graph 
theoretic problem, we solve our OBSS group assignment 
problem using graph theory; therefore, the problem could be 
considered in a simpler way and certain theorems and 
techniques in graph theories could be used to solve the 
problem. If it could be modeled as a graph with a vertex for 
each cell and edges to represent interference, this group 
assignment / scheduling problem can be solved using graph 
vertex coloring technique.  
A. Basic Graphical model for Channel Assignment 
The channel assignment problem could be mathematically 
modeled in a few ways. The most famous models are multiple 
interference model and binary constraint model [1]. The 
multiple interference modeling studies the signal propagation, 
defines attenuation factors for adjacent channel interference 
and evaluates Signal-to-Interference Radio at certain test point 
in order to assign channel properly without occurrence of 
interference. In the binary constraint model, constraints are 
only binary over pairs of variables (instead of three or more). 
Therefore, it has a higher level of abstraction and requires less 
computational complexity. It can be seen as a generalization 
of the well-known Graph Coloring Problem. In this paper, we 
adopt this model and focus on how the OBSS channel 
assignment could be modeled as a Graph Coloring Problem.  
Our presentation of channel assignment is based on a 
standard representation of a radio network by a directed graph 
G = (V, E). We limit that graph only refers to a network of 
edges and vertices. Here, V is a set of vertex denoting the 
clients in the radio network, and E is a set of directed edges 
between vertices such that for any two distinct vertices u, v ∈ 
V, (u, v) ∈ E if and only if v can receive u’s transmission. In 
such way, G denotes an interference graph, where the node set 
denotes cells or base stations (BSS) that require 
communication service, and the edge set _represents 
geographical approximation of cells and therefore the 
possibility of co-channel interference.  
 
Above, the standard definition of the edges is with 
directedness. That is, (u, v) ∈E does not imply that (v, u) ∈ E. 
In fact, within WLAN environment, even though the 
interference between cells may not be bi-directional, the 
information necessary to make assignment decision is the fact 
that interference occurs, no matter which transceiver of two 
adjacent transceivers causes the interference to occur. And 
such information is sufficient to schedule the channel 
assignment to prevent interference. Therefore, from the 
assignment point of view, the network can be represented by 
an undirected graph.  That is, if there is/are (u, v) ∈ E or / and 




Figure 2 Graph Varieties 
 
Graphs also come in a wide variety of different sorts as 
shown in Figure 2. The most common type is graphs in which 
at most one edge (i.e., one edge or no edge) may connect any 
two vertices are said to be simple graphs. If multiple edges are 
allowed between vertices, the graph is known as a multi-
graph. Vertices are usually not allowed to be self-connected, 
but this restriction is sometimes relaxed to allow such "graph 
loops." A graph that may contain multiple edges and graph 
loops is called a pseudo-graph. A simple graph is sufficient 
enough to represent the wireless network model. Therefore, in 
our graph, there are no multiple edges and graph loops. 
Further formal definitions of terms we use through this section 
are as follows. If (u, v) ∈ E, then v is a neighbour of u. As our 
graph is undirected, u is also a neighbour of v. A neighbour 
must be a vertex. The degree of a vertex v is the total number 
of neighbours of v. The maximum degree of a graph is the 
maximum of degrees taken over all vertices in the simple 
graph.  
B. Corresponding Graph Coloring and its Constraint  
The edges, vertices, or both of a simple graph may be 
assigned specific values, labels, or colors (properties), in 
which case the graph is called a labeled/colored graph. A 
vertex coloring is an assignment of labels or colors to each 
vertex of a graph such that no edge connects two identically 
colored vertices. Similarly, an edge coloring is an assignment 
of labels or colors to each edge of a graph such that adjacent 
edges (or the edges bounding different regions) must receive 
different colors. The assignment of labels or colors to the 
edges or vertices of a graph based on a set of specified criteria 
(constraints) is known as graph coloring. A constraint is 
defined as a symmetric relation between two vertices or two 
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edges in a graph. It imposes a restriction on coloring: two 
vertices or edges that are mutually constrained (related by 
some constraint) must receive different color for an 
assignment to be legal. So it is normally described by whether 
they are between vertices or edges, the separation between 
them, and whether it is a transmitter and/or a receiver based 
constraint. It is either a vertex based or an edge based 
coloring.  
 
The OBSS group assignment problem models the task of 
assigning time slot to a set of Overlapping BSSs. A feasible 
group assignment must additionally satisfy certain interference 
constraints. An optimal assignment globally minimises a cost 
function, which is the minimum of time slots it uses in the 
OBSS system. It is important to understand that interference 
can only be defined with respect to a receiver. That is, any 
signal, occurring within the same channel that a desired signal 
is to be received in, is considered to interfere with the 
reception of the desired signal if it is of sufficient power (as 
measured at the designated receiver). Interference power is a 
function of transmitter power, receiver sensitivity, antenna 
gains, patterns and polarizations, and channel loss. Channel 
loss is a function primarily of distance, frequency, and weather 
and is quantified by minimum acceptable signal to noise 
power ratio, or maximum permissible interference to noise 
power ratio as measured at a receiver. We can assume that 
most of these factors are already determined or beyond our 
ability to influence. Consequently, we will define interference 
directly as a function of distance in the case of OBSS problem. 
  
 Furthermore, during downlink transmission period, only 
those cells (vertexes), which could hear other (BSS is detected 
by either or both sides), would cause interference between 
themselves. Therefore, such constraint for OBSS group 
assignment is vertex based. And these cells are often co-
located and adjacent, so called neighbours. The interference 
will not be carried out further to neighbour’s neighbour as 
long as there is no overlapping detention among them. The 
constraint is so called Distance-1. And it makes no difference 
whether constraint is transmitter and/or a receiver based, with 
the same reason that undirected graph is applied here. 
Distance-1 graph vertex coloring of an undirected graph is 
defined for the OBSS group assignment problem. In a simple 
way, all adjacent vertexes/BSSs should not receive the same 
label/color. In the mathematics way, given an undirected 
graph G = (V, E), a Distance-1 graph vertex coloring of an 
undirected graph, is a mapping –  
 
〉∉⇔=→〈 EvvvfvfNvf jiji ),()()(|)( . 
C. Representing Graphs and its Properties 
The selection of graph representation for a network should 
give consideration to the characteristics of the network 
scenario, which is modelled by the particular type of graphs. 
Model graphs are then selected designed to encapsulate the 
essential features of the system. The discussion in the previous 
study [3] [4] [5] clearly shows that, almost all prior research in 
this area used an arbitrary graph as the model of the radio 
network. Arbitrary graphs have the advantage of being able to 
represent all possible network configurations. And certain 
restricted graphs could give an accurate representation to 
certain radio network or network scenario; and illuminate 
some aspects of the problem structure, which might help in 
solving the problem, and finding the optimal solution, such as 
finding a chromatic number. Tree and planar graphs are most 
famous restricted arbitrary graphs used in modeling radio 
networks. Tree is the simplest graphical representation and 
problems such as message routing and propagation can be well 
addressed using tree models. However, the tree structure is not 
flexible enough to represent many possible network 
configurations. The limitation of trees led Ramanathan to 
propose planar graphs as the model of choice [2] [3].  
 
A planar graph is a graph that can be drawn in a plane 
without graph edges crossing. A planar graph (directed or 
undirected) can model a radio network for capturing essential 
features of a WLAN network [2]. For radio networks, BSSs 
can be considered as points on a two-dimensional plane. 
Associated with each node/BSS is a range value, representing 
the transmission range of the BSS. A graph can then be 
constructed where each node/BSS represents a point on the 
plane. An undirected edge connects node Vi to node Vj if the 
BSSi detects the presence of the BSSj or the BSSj detects the 
presence of the BSSi. The planar graph constructed in this 
manner captures all the pertinent features of the WLAN OBSS 
radio network. 
 
However, when considering nodes as transmitter or 
transceiver, not only is the direction of interference 
considered, but also the geometric node (network) 
configuration is carefully concerned. Unlike most scenarios, 
the OBSS environment is defined by the location of each 
BSSs and the respective detection of other BSSs from such 
BSS.  Considering the practical deployment scenario, the 
amount of BSS deployed should not be as large as that of 
transmitter or transceiver station in a normal radio network 
and the distance among neighbouring BSSs (nodes) should not 
be as close as those in a normal radio network. The OBSS 
environment should therefore be relatively planar, with a 
possible light network density in term of BSS number.  
 
On the other hand, when there are many nodes deployed 
closely and overlapped heavily with each other, these nodes 
potentially cause dense interference and these are reflected as 
large number of edges within a limited area on the graph.  
Such network could only be represented by a planar point 
graph as shown in Figure 3, as the edge crossing could not be 
avoided. However, in practice, a poor planar deployment of 
BSSs is unlikely as discussed. Furthermore, the extreme 
limitation on resource within such small physical scope would 
not allow efficient communication for all these closely-located 
BSSs. Therefore, a planar graph is more appropriate to 
represent OBSS environment illuminating some aspects of the 
problem structure and helping in solving the problem (finding 
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the chromatic number). 
 
Tree Planar Point GraphPlanar Graph  
 
Figure 3 Graphs Used for Modeling 
4. THE PROBLEM SOLUTION AND COMPLETENESS 
OF CHROMATIC NUMBER 
The most common type of vertex coloring seeks to minimize 
the number of colors for a given graph. Finding a minimal 
coloring can be done possibly using brute-force search [6]. 
The minimum number of colors, which with the vertices of a 
graph G may be colored is called the chromatic number, 
denoted X (G). In general, a graph with chromatic number n is 
said to be an n-chromatic graph, and a graph with chromatic 
number, which is less than or equal to n, is said to be n-
colorable. Calculating the chromatic number of a graph is an 
NP-complete problem. If a problem is known to be NP-
complete (Nondeterministic Polynomial), it can be guessed 
and verified in polynomial time. Even no particular rule is 
followed to make the guess when solving the problem, the 
solution obtained using a polynomial algorithm would not 
necessarily be optimal but reasonably close. Previous graph 
studies [3] [6] [7] have proved the NP-completeness according 
to most different types of graph.  
 
Mapping to the OBSS group assignment, the Distance-1 
graph vertex coloring technique is applied to find the 
minimum colors / re-use group needed for the OBSS group 
division. If a planar graph is used for modelling the network, it 
is an at least NP-complete problem [7] [3] and the four-color 
theorem could be applied. The four-color theorem states that 
any map in a plane can be colored using maximum four colors 
in such a way that regions sharing a common boundary (other 
than a single point) do not share the same color. More 
specifically, NP-completeness of a planar graph problem is 
proved, and the chromatic number for the assignment problem 
where the network can be modelled using the planar graph is 
4. The chromatic number should remain 4 as long as the 
network could be represented by a planar graph regardless of 
number of nodes/BSSs.  
 
However, NP-completeness of a planar point graph is not 
necessarily true; even it is a restricted class of the planar 
graph. Obviously, as network density increases, planar point 
graphs may be used instead of planar graph, most likely more 
colors need to be applied. At the mean time, the network 
efficiency is concerned. This should be considered particularly 
before deploying OBSS. When deploying the network, we 
should follow an engineering limit of a ‘maximum’ network 
density, in order to maintain network efficiency and ensure 
four-color theorem applicable (avoiding planar point graph). 
In [8], it is proved that as a fundamental property of a planar 
graph, the minimum degree vertex has at most five 
neighbours. In other words, it could be used to examine the 
‘maximum’ network density when deploying the OBSS and 
trying to avoid over-dense situation. Therefore, guideline for 
not being over-dense is that:  
               The BSS, which has minimum 
neighbours, has at most five neighbors. 
In the engineering practice, this could be done by relocating 
the BSS or limiting its transmission range. In such, the OBSS 
environment could be modeled by a planar graph, maximum 
four time spans could be sufficient in scheduling the downlink 
traffic without collision. 
5. THE COLOURING AND ITS PERFORMANCES 
A. The Procedure and Coloring Results 
We now consider how to perform this Distance-1 undirected 
vertex coloring in a planar graph, which could model the 
common OBSS environment. There are mainly two classes of 
algorithms: geometric algorithms (for a ‘linear’ network) and 
greedy algorithms [3]. The greedy algorithm is chosen here 
because it has wider applicability to most graphs, including 
planar graph and its vertex coloring. The greedy algorithm 
mainly assigns the first non-conflicting color based on the 
colors already assigned to nodes. It consists of two phases, a 
labelling phase and a coloring phase. In the labelling phase, 
each vertex in the graph is firstly assigned a unique label 
between 1 and n, where n is the total number of the vertices. 
The vertices are then considered in decreased order of labels 
to be colored in the coloring phase. The coloring is done until 
the vertex labeled 1 is colored. The color assignment follows 
the greedy principles that no constrains is violated. As seen, 
the labelling determines the coloring order and largely 
determines the final results. There are a few possible ordering, 
such as the random ordering, Maximum Degree First (MDF) 
and Maximum Degree Last [9].  On average, most greedy 
algorithms produce similar results closer to optimal. The 
random ordering is the simplest and straightforward, so called 
the Pure Greedy. Even MDF presents slightly complex 
ordering technique, which results in higher time complex, its 
performances begin to diverge as the density (node 
population) of network increase. Therefore, MDF is chosen in 
this paper. The section below depicts the procedure of 
Maximum Degree First with an example shown in Figure 1.   
 
The Maximum Degree First ordering (MDF) is also called 
Minimum Neighbour First. Here, degree is defined as the 
number of neighbours for this vertex. In this method we take a 
maximal mutually conflicting clique of edges around the 
maximum degree vertex first, color it, and then progressively 
do the same for the remainder of the graph. This method is 
based on the intuitive notion that it is better to color the more 
‘crowded’ areas first. This ordering heuristic is based on the 
degree of each node. The determination of the degree is 
dynamic and the order is not determined, prior to any node 
being colored. In fact, a node with maximum degree is 
selected and colored and the degree of all its adjacent nodes 
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are decreased before the next node is selected and colored. In 
the coloring phase, it would follow the principle of ‘first-
available-color’, where colors are given priorities to be 
selected without collision.  Below, the first group assignment 
technique, using Maximum Degree First algorithm, is also 
given in formal specification. As seen, Procedure of Assign-
Label (G) works out the degree of each BSS; and Procedure of 
First-Available-Color (G, v , C) colors the chosen BSS and 
keep the first avaliable color for the next loop. 
 
Input:      
(1) A graph G = (V, E),  
(2) V to be colored with constraint of 
〉∉⇔=→〈 EvvvcolourvcolourNvcolour jiji ),()()(|)(  
(3) Ordering of MDF 
Output:    A coloring c: V ← C{1,2,3,…} 
 
Begin  
1. for all vertex v  of V do 
2. color ( v )  ← 0 
3. Assign-Label (G) 
4. for j from largest down to smallest label do 
5. for each v  with label j 
6. color ( v ) ← First-Available-Color (G, v , C) 
7. Assign-Label (G) 
End 
 
Procedure Assign-Label (G) 
1. for labels l from 1 through | V | do 
2. v ← unlabelled Max. degree vertex in G 
3. for each uncolored vertex u do 
4. if (u, v) ∈ E,   degree of u  decrease 1 
5. label ( v) = l 
 
Procedure First-Available-Color (G, v , C) 
1. Taken ← { } 
2. for each colored vertex u do 
3. if (u, v) ∈ E,   Taken ← Taken ∪ color ( u ) 
4. Return (smallest color ∉ Taken) 
 
The second group assignment technique, using Maximum 
Degree First algorithm, is given in formal specification as 
below: 
 
Input:      
(1) A graph G = (V, E),  
(2) Every vertex v  of V is assigned one color (V ← Color{1,2,3,…} and 
to be assigned second color with constraint of 
〉∉⇔=→〈 EvvvcolourvcolourNvcolour jiji ),()()(|)(
(3) V ← Downlink Demand{1,2,3,…} 
Output:    A coloring c: V ← C{1,2,3,…} 
 
Begin  
1. for j from largest down to smallest Demand do 
2. for each v  with label j 
3. Second-Color( v ) ← First-Available-Second-Color (G,  v , C) 
End 
 
Procedure First-Available-Second-Color (G, v , C) 
1. Taken ← { } 
2. for each colored vertex u do 
3. if (u, v) ∈ E,   Taken ← Taken ∪ color ( u ) 
4. Return (smallest color ∉ Taken) 
 
 
Figure 4 Example of Maximum Degree First on a Planer Graph 
 
We work out the MDF procedure with an example planar 
graph as below. (1) of Figure 4 shows us the planar graph 
model for network shown in Figure 1. The degree of each BSS 
is shown within the circle and updated by each step. We firstly 
color the BSS 1 with Green and determine the degree for the 
rest of BSSs in (2). As seen, BSS 3A has the maximum degree 
of 3 and is selected firstly for coloring with Red.  As BSS 2, 
1A, 1B are all adjacent to BSS 3A, their degrees are then re-
calculated (decreased by 1) and shown in (3). BSS 1A, 2, 3, 
2A now have degree of 1. So the coloring for these four BSSs 
is in a random order. Particularly, when coloring BSS 1, it 
follows the principle of ‘first-available-color’ and only Blue is 
able to be used as Red and Green are not avaliable. (5) finally 
shows us the result of first grouping. As BSS 2A and 3B are 
busy BSSs, they have requests for second group assignment. 
Again, we follow the ‘first-available-color’ while remaining 
the result of the first grouping as in (5); BSS 2A is then 
assigned with Green as the second color and BSS 3B has Blue. 
The final result of first and second grouping is shown in (6). It 
has also shown us that this simple planar graph is 3-colorable.  
B. The Coordination Performances 
Having the inputs of the network topology, RM could 
always divide all BSSs into maximum four groups, using the 
graph coloring algorithm as above. Therefore, during the 
downlink transmission, the OBSS interference could always 
be prevented and medium utilization could be achieved. 
Below, we present some preliminary results showing the 
performance of our resources coordination and graph coloring 
in terms of traffic QoS, medium utilization and fairness among 
the participated BSSs. Here only downlink performances are 
discussed, while uplink performances and other 
recommendations would be further studied in another paper. 
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IEEE 802.11 WLAN OBSS environment is simulated using 
OPNET with standard simulation attribute values. The 
network configuration in the downlink simulation consists of 
the BSS 1, 2, and 3B as the group representatives, which co-
locate and overlap with each other as shown in Figure 1. Each 
BSS would only have downlink traffic and its AP 
simultaneously transmits multiple applications (VoIP, light 
Video Conference (VC), Audio and bulk data) to its clients at 
all time. BSS 1 has three VoIP transmissions; BSS 2 houses 
light VC and Audio; and BSS 3B is overloaded with large 




Figure 5 Delay for VoIP and Audio in BSS 1and 2 of Downlink Scenario 
 
As seen in Figures 5, three VoIPs in BSS 1 have good delay 
performances, which all are less than 20ms. BSS 2 also 
maintains a satisfied performance for an audio and light VC, 
as its audio stream performs at less than 25ms delay. The 
BSSs do not experience interference with satisfied 
performances as the result of grouping.  On the other hand, 
bulk data in BSS 3B experiences a data drop at 1.75Mbps. The 
data application reaches the capacity of BSS 3B during the 
assigned duration and achieved a throughput of 1.8Mbps only 
as shown in Figure 6 (blue line). While BSS 3B is overloaded 
with such aggressive bulk data and has consequent data drop, 
it could not gain further transmission opportunities and make 
any impact on other applications from the co-located BSS 1 
and 2. It demonstrates fairness among the co-located BSSs.  
 
Figure 6 also shows the efficiency improvement in term of 
bulk data throughput in busy BSS 3B, gained by using the 
additional second grouping assignment. The blue line shows 
us a throughput of 1.8Mbps only and bulk data experiences the 
drop. Due to overloading on BSS 3B, RM performs the second 
group assignment and allow BSS 3B has additional second 
time slot, which enable a full throughput of 3.68Mpbs in BSS 




Figure 6 Bulk Data Throughput in BSS 3B of Downlink Scenario for First 
and Second Group Assignments 
6. CONCLUSIONS  
We have illustrated that an OBSS environment can be 
modeled as a planar graph in most practical cases. The OBSS 
channel assignment problem can be considered as a Distance-
1 undirected vertex coloring problem on such graphs. This 
vertex coloring problem has been proved NP-completeness as 
long as it is a common planar graph. In other words, maximum 
4-color/time span is sufficient regardless of the sizes of 
network and number of BSSs involved, as long as the network 
is not over-dense (modeled as planar point graph). We have 
also provided a deployment guideline to avoid over-density 
situation (so to ensure four-color theorem applicability) to 
prevent network inefficiency. A coloring example of a planar 
graph with 3 colors, using a heuristics of Maximum Degree 
First, has also been given. Finally performances analysis has 
also demonstrated the benefits of using graph coloring for 
resources coordination. 
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